Note From The Artist
Every speck of beauty in this universe resonates in waves of harmony often unseen
but very much appreciated by All That Is.
Each time we acknowledge the ‘beautiful’ in our lives we are flooded with more, it is
law of attraction, it is deliberate creation, it is who we are.
The conscious universe pulsates with intelligent light, focused in a pure, adoring way
on us individually and also collectively.
It is no small thing that our human desires and manifested experiences are the
primary cause of the evolution of universal consciousness.
I would like to acknowledge the beauty that is YOU.
Thankyou for answering the call of the universe and being exactly who you are in this
very moment, right now, without YOU, we could not be whole.
Use these cards as a simple reminder to stay present, to breathe, to be fascinated and
to appreciate the song of the angels.
They only have one message
To LOVE

Birds Are Angels
These cards have been created with one leading intention, to remind us to listen.
The music of the universe moves around and through everything in existence, no
exceptions. It flows perfectly in alignment with All That Is.
We breathe in the living consciousness of Kundalini, we breathe out in a rhythm that
keeps our planet spinning in space.
Never underestimate your place in this earthly existence, don’t down play your part
in the symphony, you are an important gesture, an integral component.
Take time to be fascinated with the magnificent creation that is your life!
See and FEEL your connection to the world about you.
Take care with your thoughts, be diligent, follow your bliss, lead by example, be the
change you wish to see.
Give to yourself, feed your self-awareness, nurture self-appreciation, listen to the
angels, the sweet morning singers.
You deserve to be adored, absorb the love songs on the breeze, let them adore you
with their music.
Feel the tunes sweep through your body in a delicious wave of being.
You are an angel; you matter, find your voice and sing like a bird!

The birds don't need to make wishes because they have complete faith in the benevolent universe,
the Earth supports their needs perfectly.
But we are beautiful human and still learning to remember that we too can trust like the birds.
Today make your wish one of remembering.
Say it out loud
“I wish to remember my power”
Now stay easy and present for the next 24 hours, stop trying to make things happen and be sensitive
to the little prompts and messages, the ones that show you unequivocally how amazing you are.
Acknowledge this remembering and know your wishes are answered.

You are so beautiful, so powerful, unique and fascinating. As you focus on and explore the beauty
of your external world you will begin to see the connections between yourself and all of creation!
This awareness will begin to leave an impression on you, a truth you can no longer deny, one of
deep, unconditional love.
This awareness leads to a very physical response from the universe.
A lover will manifest for you, one that equals the vibration you are developing.
This may be a renewed love in an old or ongoing relationship or a brand new meeting.
But rest assured, the way to keep funnelling delicious energy into this new love is to remember that
it is YOU with whom you are falling in love and that this love is eternal.

The way birds move through a life is on waves of pure connection.
Connected to All That Is, life flows very well, birds find the food, meet their mates, build their nests
in ease and harmony.
This is the same for us.
When we take the time to feel our feelings we are gifted with direction.
This card is asking you to take the time to feel your feelings. To stop denying the intelligence of
your body and let it speak.
Many humans have been programmed right out of their bodies and then we wonder why we feel
frustrated with life.
We are the holders of intense magic and power yet we can deny it by focusing externally and
forgetting to get to know our body/emotions/sensations.
Begin or continue your process of developing heightened emotional awareness and intelligence by
spending time simply feeling your feelings, track them, witness them and breathe them out.
You will find clarity on any subject in this way.

It is the greatest fool who insist something does not exist simply because they can not see it.
And it is the same fool who believes that because he can see it it is therefore real.
Wherever we look we will see evidence of our own opinion or programming.
Our belief systems play out all around us.
In order to see clearly we must become self-aware and mindful, relaxation brings about the clearest
vision.
Allowing ourselves to trust there is more to this world and universe than meets the eye is powerful
and opens the door to miracles.
This card is letting you know that your vision is clearing and you can trust yourself to make the
right decision for you.
If you are confused, simply relax and allow your Super Self to bring you the answer.
Expect miracles.

Something has been gestating within you for a long time, possibly for longer than you can literally
remember.
Now is the time to start allowing your dreams come to fruit.
It starts with an exhalation, a small manifestation, a prompt or a step in the direction that feels best.
Let yourself go slowly, nurturing yourself along the way.
Giving birth can be uncomfortable work but you have the power to bring your entire being into
action in wonderful ways.
Look out for the signs that remind you to relax and heed them.
The best action you can take is to say YES with a smile!

This card is about getting to know your body, just as the birds understand the ebb and flow of
nature, so can you understand the natural movement of energy as you cycle through your month.
Bringing awareness to the way your body feels at each different point in your month will enlighten
you to a whole new world.
You are a powerful physical being.
You need to understand and be in command of your hormones (harmony) and you CAN be.
You are not a victim to your chemistry, not if you don't want to be.
Start taking back your power through knowledge.
Make it your quest to understand what is going on within you and soon you will make some very
important connections between your physical body, your emotional world and ultimately the
responsive external world (universe) you are in integral part of!

Like a bower bird in his nest so does your soul delight in a certain style that is unique to you.
Bring this style to life in your world, watch your excitement unfold as you decorate your life with
the colours and creations that bring you joy.
Connecting with your spirit in this way is such a satisfying way to explore your individuality and
illustrate your earth story.
Have you been missing something in your day to day...?
Maybe this is the answer to your current question, colour.
Your words are also a kind of decoration, they spin out on the tail of a thought and that thought has
created a template for manifestation.
This card is a little reminder to check in on the colour of your thoughts!

It is easy to get concerned about the state of the world but birds NEVER do.
They listen and respond and make their lives as delightfully birdy as they can.
It doesn't help you or anyone else to dwell on the things you don't enjoy but it seems humans tend
do it anyway.
We believe we can fix it by focusing on the problem but in fact our powers of focus are designed to
work in quite the opposite way.
Focusing on a problem keeps us at the level of the problem, it puts us on the problem vibration.
In order to fix a problem we need to over look the error, and stay open to a solution.
We need to lift our spirit and relax our heart and mind and soon the solution will naturally appear.
Life wasn't meant to be difficult it was designed to be easy.
When there is a problem the first part of the answer is easily accessible, it is to relax, this opens the
door for the universe to provide immediately, the perfect solution.

Every where you look there are layers upon layers of information but we only see what we are
accustomed to seeing, we can only see what we are vibrating in harmony with.
Sometimes the way out of a current habit or vibration is to enjoy the fact that nothing is quite as it
seems and to intend to be joyfully surprised.
This can lift the veil and help us us bring a little of the rational to the miraculous nature of life.
Magic is just science that hasn't been proven yet!
If you have pulled this card, keep your heart open to the mysterious nature of the universe, there
might be something pretty special coming your way.

Fantasising joyfully about the future is very powerful but pining for a future time when things are
better won't actually bring it to you as quickly as you would like.
To be in the past fretting or worried over the potentials of the future will keep you in a state of
anxiety that only grows a flurry or neurons in your brain supporting more anxiety.
Right here and now can have an emotional discomfort attached as you release the dramatic
chemistry associated with the habit of anxious thought, but breathe through the discomfort, let it go
with every exhalation.
It is really, really worth it to be as present as you can because you will start to let the miracles
occur, or more accurately you become able to experience the miracles, to actually see them and
acknowledge them which in turn creates more!
Each moment is alive with abundance and messages and you are the receiver of these, this is your
right and your pleasure.
Make it your intention today to be present, herein lies the answer to your question

So early we are told to be quiet or to act a certain way for approval.
And then we try so hard to gain the approval of the world around us, we do what we can to fit in to
be liked, to be loved and to make our parents and friends happy.
It is all an unconscious need to give and receive love, but because of stress, guidance is delivered in
a way that makes us confused and ultimately frustrated. We blame ourselves for lack of love and
acceptance and then often externalise our pain in negative stories and life experiences.
Finding our voice is one of the most powerful gifts we can give to ourselves and bring to the world.
Our true voice is one that rings with melody, that glows with integrity and confidence.
Our voice is a beautiful thing for us to express and for others to enjoy.
Clear your throat chakra, breathe, focus your intention.
Speak words and acknowledge the feeling they transmit. It is your time to sing.

You are shining already but maybe you haven't noticed?
Each time you criticise yourself it's like you literally ask your inner being to dim the light.
You are giving the same message to your cells that the people who programmed you to think
negatively about yourself originally gave to you.
STOP IT.
You are extraordinary, fascinating, beautiful. You are a shining particle in a magical universe, you
are a piece of creation, a sparkle created by something so immense we can't even utter its name
without feeling confused by the light therein.
YOU are part of the ineffable
Letting yourself glow honours ALL That Is.
Allowing yourself to take your seat of power is honouring your ancestors and teaching your
children appropriately.
Glowing is your responsibility and you can begin right now. Darkening your own light gives
credence to those who have bullied you in the past. For your dreams to manifest and for the yes's in
your life to become apparent to you, start now, breathe out and see yourself through the eyes of love
Every second you love yourself is a millenium worth of steps into full power!

Oh you know!
You know exactly who you are and what you need. You know what you love and what you wish to
avoid. Begin listening to this knowledge through the intelligence of your sensitive machine.
Your body will indicate your likes and dislikes and just because you might judge your likes or
dislikes right or wrong, doesn't matter a jot. The truth is in acceptance.
Accept that this is who you are and what you want, accept it, relax into it, even if you are
uncomfortable doing so. Accept and relax and from there you will gain new insight and inspiration
to act and potentially change.
TRUST you are on your path now and that is ok.
You are on the right path for you and that can change in an instant according to your awareness,
let yourself have faith in you.
YOU have the knowledge, it is within you.
Intend to love and accept yourself, to know yourself and in that acceptance and trust, your passions
will make themselves clear.

The world is a beautiful place and every moment is a new moment.
There are gifts to seeing with a non judgemental gaze, hidden meaning is revealed to you when you
don't try to label or understand everything but instead simply allow it to be what it is.
This can be used in all circumstances, even in relationships.
Intend that the next time you see someone you know, they will be allowed to be exactly who they
are without you needing to judge or control them.
Connect eye to eye, heart to heart and watch the way the interaction unfolds.
Is it different to your usual experience of them?
Try it when you wake up in the morning, today I will see through the eyes of innocence, I will allow
and receive.
I will see with love's eyes, I will see the truth.

Within us there are two important aspects, the masculine and the feminine.
We have taken on the attributes of the people in our lives of both genders and made myriad
assumptions which have turned, over time, into belief systems. This makes us who we are, this
creates the personality we use to play in this world.
It might be time to take a look at these two aspects in your life and ask yourself some questions.
What do you think of men, who are they to you, what feelings do men provoke in you, what are
your likes, dislikes and expectations of the male? And now do the same with women, what roles are
you comfortable with women taking in society, do you like women, do you feel uncomfortable
around women?
Exploring these concepts help clear the energy lines in the body allowing you to express yourself
more naturally and choose more clearly.
This card is asking you to find gentle man within, let yourself love him.
This will enhance your relationships in the world and make way for great successes in both your
personal life and your business life.

The way to build up a store of awesome experiences is to think as many happy thoughts as possible.
Just as Peter Pan had to think happy thoughts in order to fly, we also have a special power gained
from thinking joyful thoughts.
More accurately it is the emotion attached to the joyful thought that does the work, the emotion
releases chemistry in the body which in turn builds neural pathways in the brain.
The more pathways we have that take us to happiness and joy the better it will be.
Neurons vibrate, connect and synapses fire and create and we respond by trending in the direction
easiest to access, where there is more light, action and support.
It is science, test it out. Smile at someone and more often than not they will smile back.
Happy people, genuinely positive people, talk of being in the right place at the right time, always
having help and support at hand, things always working out for them.
It is because they feel good and when you feel good others want to be around and WANT to give
and want to help, it is natural law.
In answer to your question, start thinking happy thoughts at every opportunity. And when you don't
feel happy FEEL the feelings so they process quickly! Then get back to your quest for joy, this is
how you will change your perspective and your life.

We are often inclined to the idea that we are not being heard, that we are being 'forsaken' when in
truth this couldn't be more incorrect. The trouble really is that we haven't been taught or reminded
of the way the universe actually works.
We are not here to do the bidding of one God, we are not being asked to obey rules or be good in
order to be rewarded and we certainly don't get punished if we don't obey.
The rules are all man made. There is only one cosmic suggestion and that is to love and be loved.
This takes into account that we are love and that we really aren't doing anything wrong, in fact we
CAN'T do anything wrong, not according to the pure consciousness that is All That Is.
Our objective is to understand ourselves and see clearly. Once we do see clearly we are in no doubt
that the external nature of things is playing out in direct correlation to our perception. And every
single thing we see is an answer to our intention or prayer. This is shocking at first, whilst we are in
transitional stages of understanding, but over time, as the power of personal responsibility sinks in it
becomes the brightest light of guidance possible!
We learn to hone our focus and create pleasure, beauty, love and joy. We start to create more and
more joyful experiences and we are guided and helped all along the way by the components of the
universe that are matching our vibration.
This card is telling you that you are ripe for this understanding and today is your day to relax and
hear.
NOW you will see clearly.

Don't fall for the idea that you have limits and imposed boundaries, that is a habit of thought that
was programmed over years of traditional education and a millennia of fear based, reactionary
propaganda.
The truth is you have absolutely no limits other than the ones you are setting yourself.
These limits serve YOUR purposes, take a good long gentle look at your ideas around achieving
your dreams and desires and test the rationality of some of the limits you find yourself
contemplating.
Write down why you think you can't do something you want to do and really examine it.
Don't hold back on the truth, be so honest you feel uncomfortable and shed some light on your true
reasons for holding back.
Often it is just fear of the unknown or buying into another's projection.
You deserve to know yourself and loosen some of the bonds you are placing on achieving your
dreams.
This card is reminding you that if you want something you should not automatically say 'no' to
yourself but instead allow yourself to question it and in so doing open yourself to possibilities you
may not have thought of.

Peace is subjective. What is peace to you?
There is this strange idea that we must 'fight' for peace. An irony at best, ridiculous, generally
ineffective and hypocritical at worse
Peace always begins within, with a personal choice, this is not a cliché, it is an absolute.
The more peaceful and mindful you become personally the more you allow drama and pain to drift
out of your life. Imagine if everyone was doing that, this world would relax and war would lessen.
The lack of peace stems from lack of trust. We have difficulty making the leap from war thinking to
peace paradigm because we can't trust that if we let go and concentrate only on our peaceful mind
the rest will take care of itself.
And it is very personal.
When we judge ourselves and others or have tension and anger we are contributing to the concept
of war as part of our external environment. When we breathe out and let go we are contributing to
peace, enhancing it even more when we make it our conscious intention.
This card is lighting upon you like a feather, it is a blessing, letting you know that you are being
surrounded in softness and your world is lightening up.
Feel it, be it breathe it.
Peace is you

Sit in your feelings like a pig in mud, not your thoughts, but feelings alone,
don't ruminate, simply feel.
The body is a treasure chest of sensation, a magnificent machine!
This body and your willingness to sit inside it and work with it is your key to walking this earth
with deliberate intention and manifesting awareness.
Getting into your body and being willing to feel your feelings will help dissolve all those confusing
moments and lead you back to clarity.
Once in clarity you will breathe easier, you will be able to interpret your intuition far more
accurately!
Get into your body, be present and you will know what direction to take.
This card is saying sit in feelings, notice the joy, feel the discomfort, allow yourself to view it all as
a passing curiosity, sit there and breathe, love this skin your in, let it do its work.
Soon you will have the answer you have been looking for.

There is something wonderful just for you!
The world wide web is an indicator of a widening connection between us all and the possibilities
are endless.
Take this indicator for what it is. Allow yourself to imagine you are capable of connecting to
All That Is without the use of a digital device.
We are moving particles of thought/love/energy/light we are in constant communication with
everything around us.
This is why some days feel harder or easier than others.
Each morning breathe deeply and remind yourself that you are deliciously connected to a
benevolent universe and then watch the day unfold with all the messages of love designed
specifically for you.
With this card popping out of the pack today, the suggestion is to pay attention to the present
moment and allow divine timing to bring your solutions into clarity.
You are being told to expect something wonderful.

Have you tested your balance lately?
Take some time to stand on one leg, yes, literally.
How balanced is your body, how about the other side? Work on balance in your body with the
intention of balancing your thoughts and emotions also, as your balance improves, bring breath and
steadiness into it.
Use this balance technique to test your mind for balance on any particular day or subject matter.
Allow yourself the affirmation 'I choose to be balanced, I choose to see clearly'
Pulling this card from the pack, you are being asked to check in with your body and mind, you are
so important to the whole balance of things.
You deserve to give yourself a few minutes of balance time.
Notice how balanced others are as they walk or stand, a fascinating awareness begins to unfold and
you will find yourself improving your life in many unexpected ways.

You are SUPER! The universe is all ears!
If you want something you can have it. There is a fixation that can occur over certain desires, that
seem to leave us in a stalemate position making it hard to believe we are being granted the wish we
have asked for. This is because we are mistaking the form for feeling. We are trying to leap ahead
into the full physical manifestation and missing the gentle, beginning stages of the process.
If you have a desire you also have the potential of receiving what you are asking for immediately in
the form of a feeling.
But the trick is to know what you are actually asking for!
You might desire a person and it seems that the person will never desire you back. Well after
exploring the question of 'why' you desire a person you will soon see that it is not really the person
you want but what feelings you think having that person will bring you.
Is it the opportunity to be loved wholly and to love in return, it is the feeling of connection and
freedom?
WHY do you want what you want?
These feelings can be found regardless of the form. The universe has supplied a million ways of
enjoying those feelings and experiences. Get to know why you want something, release the form
and allow yourself to receive the inspiration that will guide you ultimately to the physical
manifestation of your desire.

Now is a fresh start and now, oh NOW is a fresh start.
Don't hold yourself back from starting afresh. Everything changes every second, cells shift and die,
musical notes change to create a melody, we are constantly changing creatures and so can our
perspective, on any thing.
If something is bothering you, breathe out the old thoughts around the subject and state to yourself,
'I choose to see anew, I choose to see this a different way'
go easy on yourself.
Let little nuances come to light, I am sure there is much you don't know about the circumstances.
Let the universe, that is you, bring a fresh perspective and the sense of okayness to you.
Not everything needs to be understood, some things can just wash away like water off a ducks back.
Let yourself off the hook, be fresh, you deserve freedom and love.

There are times when you might be in the grip of pain or grief or indecision.
At these times the momentum of energy is too strong to resist and you need to let your body
express itself.
Get a pillow and scream into it, dive under water and yell to the undersea Deities to help you.
Run and purge but then when your body has expressed itself and is weak, let yourself relax, don't
fight anymore, no resistance, let it all go and surrender.
Sometimes there is nothing you can do except give in and when you do, you allow the birds and
angels to pour through you and into you their song.
In this moment you will begin to heal.

Something beautiful is on the way, there is no stopping it now.
Breathe and be present and and cheer at the thought of imminent joy.
There is no work to be done, your gifts are in the post.
You have achieved a dream, the party van is pulling up!
Listen for the sound of bells and whistles NOW is your time.
Look at the world with a smile and KNOW.
In a minute you will be leaping in gay abandon!
Be present and alert to love, start sharing the happiness now. Breathe out and let go to your
delightful universal gifts.
There is so much beauty and wonder in this world of yours.
It has become remarkably tangible for you.
Celebrate!

There is nothing 'slow' about rest time.
If you take the time to rest you will be doing the best thing you can toward achieving your dreams
and at the same time receiving the benefit of physical, mental and emotional wellbeing.
Combine your rest time with intention to connect with your glorious inner being and you will be
making conscious spiritual progress toward a well lit future.
If you have pulled this card from the pack you are being reminded that some of the biggest inroads
to success are made while you sleep.
It may be time to create a new schedule, one that includes nap time with the conscious intention to
rejuvenate your entire being.

You are never ever on the wrong path.
You are on your path and that is the perfect path for you.
Even when it is time for a change, it's not the path that will change it is your perspective.
As it does, things begin to blossom along your path and become more fragrant and more beautiful.
It is awareness of the path that brings about necessary change. So start today by not shying away
from the beauty and the discomfort of your current path.
This card is letting you know that you already have the courage and strength you need to take a
deep breath and open up your eyes.
Spend more time in the moment acknowledging what you see around you, note what you enjoy and
what gives you a bad feeling, imagine walking toward the things that feel good and walking away
or diverting your attention from the things that feel bad.
What do you think your path would look like if you made a practice of this!?

Guess what! you are amazing, fascinating, intriguing and powerful!
You are able to create anything you want in this world but first you need to take a little time to
understand what you have been creating so far.
How?
It is easy, simply look around you, do you like what you see?
Which bits feel good which bits don't feel good, this level of awareness will work wonders as you
strategically choose which areas of your life you would like to expand upon and which you would
like to dissolve.
Have you heard of vision boards? This is why they exist, because focusing on what you like the
feeling of will grow neurons in your mind and provide insight and inspiration in regards to
manifesting what you want in your physical life.
Don't underestimate your power, ready yourself, take command of the console.
Focus and FLY!

A little bit of scientific research will soon show you the illusion of body mass and the microcosmic
nature of things.
We can do all the diet, exercise and body sculpting in the world but it is our intention that makes the
biggest difference, intention and breath.
If we have belief systems that counteract our physical work, if we have a recording running in our
mind that we are ugly, not good enough, too big, too slow, all wrong and so on we will be pushing
boulders up hill.
The power of the mind supercedes our physical power and the mind will always win.
The beauty of it all is with a little examination we can find a scientific connection between what the
thoughts are doing and our physical difficulties
Our painful, negative thoughts at the very least cause mild anxiety, which in turn causes us to
breathe shallowly.
Understanding the chemical power of oxygen is a key point when bringing balance and health to the
physical body. Do some research on Cortisol, Oxygen, stress and fat metabolism.
Bring happiness to your body in the form of oxygen, just one minute a day of conscious breathing
with the intention to nurture yourself will show results.

Everywhere you look you see your own perspective reflected back at you.
This is why people can be so certain and self-righteous insisting the world is the way they believe it
is and that if you follow their way you will be doing the right thing.
It is humorous. If you understand neuroplasticity and the physical ability to only see what your
brain allows you to see according to its development, you will know that your view is quite limited
to the belief systems created over time.
The universe you are connected to will provide evidence of your own opinion everywhere you look.
Luckily for us, humans are constantly evolving and emotionally triggered so through our
experiences we can gain little shocks and awarenesses that help us expand out emotional
intelligence and change our ways .
IF we want to.
If we make intention to see things more clearly then of course we will!
We will also see that our perspective has been limited and maybe we will become excited enough to
intent to open up and to expand and with this comes the gifts of the universe.
As you awaken so does your powers of deliberate creation and powerful dream manifestation.

This card is about the pulse of the universe.
You are connected to this pulse just as the birds just as the angels and all the unseen delight that this
universe holds.
What beauty is before you, surrounding you.
Let go to this rhythm, don't resist anymore, be present, breathe and allow.
As you feel tension rising in your body, acknowledge it and breathe out again, intend to flow with
the universe that is you.
Know you can't make a mistake, all experiences have validity.
Breathe out, breathe out, breathe out.
We are one .

Everything you ask for is granted immediately.
As a desire hits the ether all the components of the universe start flowing to bring this to you.
It begins with a signal to let you know, just as an email from a supplier of the thing you ordered on
the internet will let you know your order has been received.
Look around and notice the receipts in your external world, wait for the indicator that your order
has been shipped, grab that tracking number and breathe into your desire with excitement and
anticipation.
The universe answers, it is only when we have a limited expectation of how that answer should
arrive that we can get a bit confused.
Take the reigns off the universe, allow it to work in its perfectly beautiful, infinitely flexible way.
Let yourself be surprised!

If you are too noisy in your thoughts it becomes quite hard to here little bird whispering in your ear.
Your inner being is switched on and aware and always communicating with you.
You can get into a bit of a vicious circle with the build up of stress in your mind, you think you
can't hear your intuition but really it is just your own buzzing sound that impedes your awareness
and self trust.
Slow down your thoughts by being present, presences and breath is the answer to everything.
Relax your body, allowing yourself breathing space,
journal your thoughts and then let them go.
A few minutes of conscious awareness each day will help you get yourself back on track.
Soon you and the little bird will be in delightful conversation once again.

This is a very interesting statement because when we feel alone we feel alone, and therefore in that
feeling of aloneness perhaps we are actually very alone.
This loneliness is our perception and we lend reality to it.
If we take a step back however, we may get a glimpse of something slightly different.
If we were to see our entire being as a pulsating, magnetic, colourful wave of energy blending and
merging, swirling in and out of each other and every conceivable thing, it might become quite
difficult to imagine we are really alone.
The truth is it is impossible to be alone and that this is sometimes when we feel so out of control.
We are indistinct, unable to separate ourselves from anything and therefore confusing ourselves
with the thoughts, feelings and energy of everything else.
It is an irony.
If we can allow ourselves to spend some time alone in nature or in
silence we can see more clearly and gain some presence and relaxation.
We can individualise a little and find some relief, allowing us once again to see deeper into our
oneness with All That Is.

Feel it.
We are so used to seeing it, thinking about it, wishing for it, complaining about the lack of it that we
forget to let ourselves feel it.
It is in the feeling of it that we begin to create the neurons in our brain that makes it easier for us to
see, think, imagine and be harmony!
Get back into your body and FEEL, begin acknowledging every tiny particle of harmony you
experience with the intention to embrace yourself entirely.
Bring these sparkles together like magnetic lead filings and start structuring palaces of delicious
peace and creativity!

All the time we are running around like mad geese, planning for our futures and trying to organise
and control our present the whole universe is gently turning and moving.
Planets are forming, working together in harmony, the sun rises and sets, the moon reflects and
pulls at the tide.
We don't need to control the gentle spinning of our Earth, we trust it with pure complicity.
Stand on the earth in your bare feet and say I TRUST YOU to hold me.
This is a true statement.
Feel the sturdiness, the capability of this universe and earth to support you. Take this feeling and
apply it to other areas of your life. Get to know the feeling of trust.
Developing trust is a must after years of having it stripped away by our experiences and social
environment.
Start by trusting the things you know to be true, the sun rises, the earth is steady under your feet,
your breathe flows in and out, your smile makes a difference and watch yourself transform into a
trusting and trustworthy being !

Oh change is sometimes almost unbearable but it is the one thing you know you can trust.
Everything is changing all the time and we are no different.
Our cellular structure, the constant expansion of our brains, we are literally, unequivocally designed
to go with the flow.
It is only in resistance that we feel pain and discomfort.
Yes it is natural to have resistance, we need friction to walk the earth, but we can learn to retain our
grounded presence and release unnecessary friction and tension in response to change.
If we become diligent to our body responses and make a practice of letting go of our tightness, life
will get easier.
Change brings wonderful things.
Practice letting your tummy muscles out today

Move it move it move it.
We need to make correlations with the movement inside our beautiful bodies and the need to move
our self physically.
We are not still creatures although sitting in stillness and silence is very much a part of how we can
maximise our experience on Earth.
The little cells and other components of our bodies are entities in themselves, they run around like
crazy trying to do our bidding.
Each individual cell takes instruction from us, responding to our intention and vibration, created by
our thoughts and feelings.
By being hateful towards ourselves we are like a vengeful judgemental God.
All these little creatures looking up to us hoping for love and guidance and often all they get is
angry vibes.
Walking or yoga or gentle movement with the intention of flowing with the inner workings of your
magical physical being will help you get into alignment each day
allow yourself to dance, be kind in your thoughts about you. You deserve love and so does every
part of you!

I am beautiful
I am radiant
I am abundant
I am worth it
Some wonderful affirmations to help you radiate the love that you are.
Just imagine what a world this would be if we all embraced these few words of truth.
Even though we can only work on ourselves we can know that like a ripple in a pond, each radiant
movement touches the next and influences those who witness it.
True delight in our own existence effects the universe in a positive and expansive way.
This card is saying YOU specifically have the power to bring about pure, positive change with
diligent presence and a focus on LOVE.

